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“BuildMyBod 
Health, we’re 
leading the 
way in price 
transparency”
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Jonathan Kaplan MD, MPH is a plastic surgeon based in San 
Francisco. Originally from Alexandria, Louisiana, he’s the 
youngest of 7 children. After a few years in practice, he realized 
there was no dependable way for consumers to check pricing 
on healthcare services. Particularly in his plastic surgery practice, 

prospective patients would come in for a consultation, bare their deepest insecurities about 
their body, only to find out they couldn’t afford the procedure.

That’s when he knew there had to be a better way to educate patients on pricing. But he 
also recognized there should be a benefit to the healthcare provider as well. From that, 
BuildMyBod Health was founded. Now, several years later, thousands and thousands millions 
of consumers are able to check pricing on healthcare services from a doctor or facility near 
them, and providers receive leads for follow up. 

About the 
Author

WHAT TO 
EXPECT WITH 
THIS eBOOK?
Price transparency is the final frontier! Despite all the discussion about claims data 
and negotiated rates, the real answer to bending the cost curve in healthcare is true 
price transparency via free market rates and clear delineation of allowed charges. 

This eBook will explain why the most powerful way to spread the principle of price 
transparency is to get “buy-in” from consumers and healthcare providers. In other 
words, make sure all interested parties experience a benefit. And there’s no better way 
to do that than to combine price transparency with lead generation. Hopefully you’ll 
agree.
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High deductible health plans are here to stay. Whether it’s Obamacare, Trumpcare 
or Unknowncare, insurance companies are offloading more responsibility to the 
consumer to save money and maintain their profit margin. Even though premiums 
are going up, the average employee is paying more out of pocket in the form of a 
high deductible (Figure 1 below).

That means you, as a healthcare provider, need to capture this increasing cohort of cash-pay 
consumers to stay in business. In the past, self-pay meant “no pay.” Now self-pay can also refer 
to patients that actually have health insurance but are responsible for an increasingly larger 
share of their healthcare costs.

FIGURE1:

1 Think like a plastic surgeon!
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To capture these patients, providers will need to market themselves more than ever. But 
providers went to school to treat patients, not become marketeers. So, there’s a learning curve 
for these doctors and healthcare facilities.

Luckily, there is a group of physicians we can emulate when it comes to marketing self-pay 
patients to build a practice. We’re referring to plastic surgeons. That means you need to start 
thinking like a plastic surgeon!

As more consumers pay out of pocket for medically necessary services, the line between 
cosmetic and non-cosmetic services is blurring. In other words, regardless of the medical 
necessity of the procedure, patients are paying out of pocket to some extent - as if they were 
cosmetic patients!

The marketing techniques used by plastic surgeons to capture cash-pay cosmetic patients over 
the last half-century can be applied to non-cosmetic providers with the same result – to attract 
so many patients, that your sales funnel runneth over! 

The following short chapters 
will clarify the benefits of 
price transparency and 
lead generation, providing 
actionable next steps for you 
and your facility.

NEXT:
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What do price transparency and sales funnels have in common? The importance 
of price transparency cannot be overstated and not just price transparency, but 
using price transparency as a lead generation tool for medical practices. Now, let 
me explain how your medical practice fits the sales funnel paradigm just like any 
business to consumer (B2C) business out there.

2 The Sales Funnel

Sales Funnel: A Review

As any business that works directly with 
consumers knows, much of your time 
is spent online, generating leads. When 
a consumer arrives to your website, 
we rely on buttons or links — a call to 
action — to galvanize the consumer 
to give us their contact info (a lead) in 
exchange for more information.

If you imagine a sales funnel like the 
one to the left, your business can 
potentially gather many leads and 
nurture their passage from the top to 
the bottom of the sales funnel. Initially, 
everyone starts at the top of the sales 
funnel. But maybe they started in 
someone else’s sales funnel before 
finding your site? Let me explain.
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Every consumer initially recognizes a problem they have and then starts looking for an answer 
to that problem. In a very general sense, they’re already progressing through a sales funnel 
without even knowing it. 

A commercial or ad makes them realize there’s a solution to their problem. This is when they 
start their research phase (at the top of the funnel). As they do more research, hopefully they 
find your website. By then, they may be ready to commit to a medical or cosmetic treatment. 

So while they initially entered the funnel at the top, they could be entering your funnel towards 
the bottom, ready to “request a specialist” or “book online” as in the funnel diagram below. In 
other words, by the time they “meet” you or your facility online, they could be ready to make a 
decision.

And that’s great when someone enters your office or facility ready to book a procedure. That 
means you caught them at just the right time, towards the bottom of the funnel. But what about 
everyone else within that sales funnel (as denoted by the ‘?’ above)? They’re still interested in your 
services. They’re still a potential client. Don’t dismiss them just because they’re not as ready to 
book at the moment.
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There’s no better feeling than someone responding to your call to action and booking 
immediately. But not everyone is there. So even though it may take a consumer longer to make 
a decision to move forward with treatment at your facility, it’s still worthwhile capturing them 
as early as possible in their journey. 

As I stated, everyone initially enters the funnel towards the top, at the beginning of their 
research process. Therefore, it would behoove you to ensure they’re entering your funnel at 
the top, not some other provider. A lead is important, no matter where they are in the funnel. 
Better to capture and nurture as many leads as possible because eventually, statistically, they’ll 
be paying patients.

What’s the best call to action to capture everyone from the top to the bottom of your funnel? A 
call to action that taps into everyone’s curiosity: how much the procedure costs! 

It’s a marathon, not a sprint
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You have to be willing to capture leads and wait. Certainly some will convert quickly but 
most will take time. A recent review of leads from our price transparency website revealed 
something very interesting. 

Consumers that submitted three or more “wishlists” to a doctor waited 41.4 days on average 
between submitting each of their wishlists. Keep in mind, that’s the average. The minimum 
time between pricing inquiries was 10 seconds, while the longest was 3.6 years!

Consumers taking their time deciding on having a healthcare service is nothing new. But the 
beauty of the Price Estimator strategy is that consumers continue to return to your site to
resubmit wishlists - maybe to see if the prices have changed or because they enjoy playing 
with the Price Estimator. The key is that the Price Estimator keeps consumers engaged!!

Regardless, don’t kid yourself. Healthcare is more competitive than ever. Resting on your 
laurels waiting for referrals isn’t good enough. More consumers are going out of network and 
shopping around. Capturing leads is critical to provider success. And hopefully, by now, you’ll 
agree there’s no better way to capture leads than through price transparency. If you’re still not 
convinced, keep reading!

That’s right. Price transparency, as embodied by a “Get a Quote Now” button,
ensures you’ll generate a ton of leads for your practice. After the consumer clicks
on the “Get a Quote Now” call-to-action button on your homepage, they’re taken
to the Price Estimator on your website where they can submit a “wishlist”
containing procedures-of-interest along with their contact info. The consumer
immediately receives a cost estimate and the provider receives the consumer’s
contact info - a lead for follow up.

Again, they may not all be ready to book at that very moment. But as I said before, they’ll 
eventually get to the bottom of that funnel so best to know who they are early on. If you have a 
consumer’s email address early in their research phase, you can remarket to them via an email 
marketing campaign (we’ll discuss this more in chapter 5).

Those that need time to decide will eventually move forward. Chances are they’ll take the path 
of least resistance and go to the doctor (you!) whose email newsletter is sitting in their inbox. 
And even if they still don’t come in for treatment, they could forward your email to a family 
member or friend that’s looking for a doctor.

How long will it take to convert a lead?
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When coming in for a consultation, the provider or facility sets aside premium time 
for the patient. All the more reason to have a productive discussion that moves from 
the exam room to the operating room.

One of the biggest issues is the lack of pricing knowledge prior to the consultation. 
This can result in the patient coming in, discussing a procedure, and find out the 
cost is not only coming out of their pocket but is also out of their budget. 

To minimize the consultation “sticker shock,” facilities and doctors have inserted 
the BuildMyBod Price Estimator into their existing website, as seen in this surgery 
center’s website below. No need for a complete website redesign. After the provider 
uploads their procedure pricing into the BuildMyBod doctor-provided pricing 
database, they’ll appreciate two benefits.

3 AVOIDING STICKER SHOCK

Screenshot of the Price Estimator embedded into prairiesurgicare.com

FIRST: the procedures and videos 
uploaded to the database are highlighted 
on the Price Estimator for the consumer 
to peruse on the doctor’s own website. 
The consumer then adds procedures-of-
interest to a “wishlist” and submits that 
wishlist along with their contact info 
to get pricing information. At the same 
time, the healthcare provider receives 
the prospective patient’s contact info for 
follow up – a lead.
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Simply placing a static menu of pricing on 
your website will obviously not provide these 
benefits. A menu with prices “gives the milk 
away for free” without any lead generation. And 
without a community of providers uploading 
their pricing, doctors won’t see how their prices 
compare within the competitive landscape.

As basic, and as worthless as a static pricing menu seems, it still requires considerable 
investment apparently. As noted by an anesthesiologist at St. George’s Medical Center (Utah) 
in an article in Outpatient Surgery Magazine, the implementation of a static listing of pricing, 
without the capability of lead generation, requires a complete website redesign. And it 
“required an investment in the tens of thousands of dollars.” (Outpatient Surgery Magazine 
Online, June 2015). If you’re a physician investor in a surgery center or large multispecialty 
practice, how would you feel about a marketing expense in the range of tens of thousands of 
dollars with no lead capture in the process?!

Screenshot of the Price Comparison tool in the BuildMyBod Health 
Provider Portal (the “backend” of the platform)

Why a static 
pricing menu 
is dumb AF

SECOND: after uploading their pricing 
to the Provider Portal, the provider (not 
the patient), can see how their procedure 
pricing compares to doctors across the US, 
region, state, 15-mile radius and ZIP. This 
is an example of big data, and a reflection 
of how large the BuildMyBod Health 
database of pricing has grown.
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In contrast, claims data or the insurance 
companies’ negotiated rate isn’t always what 
the patient pays. Not even close. Negotiated 
rates vary across policies, companies and 
insurance plans. They can vary widely and 
do not provide the patient with useful, 
actionable information of what they may pay 
out of pocket.

More importantly, the negotiated rate may 
not even be the best rate. Somewhere along 
the way, we’ve been led to believe that the 
negotiated rate is synonymous with the least 
expensive rate. A negotiated rate may be less 
than an out-of-network insurance rate, but 
it’s far from the least expensive rate.

How do we know this? Because hospitals 
and outpatient facilities have “prompt 
pay” discounts or cash-pay prices that are 
often less than the negotiated rates. These 
discounted rates are more reflective of the 
free market rate, when payment is between 
the consumer and the provider. 

Noticeably absent from this equation is 
the insurance company. By excluding the 
insurance company and claims process, the 
free market rate can be less expensive than 
the negotiated rate. Better for the consumer 
to pay the lesser of the two rates if they’re 
having to pay out of pocket anyway because 
their deductible hasn’t been met.

Once prices reflect what a patient will actually 
pay without surprise bills or hidden charges, 
then the provider is now giving the consumer 
a reason to use their facility. In this context, 
price transparency is a marketing tool and 
the subject of the next chapter.

4 Actionable pricing information

By actionable information, I mean that the price quotes provided should not 
be U.S. averages or an amalgam of claims data. When you go to purchase 
a car, a quote from the dealer, while not necessarily exact, should be a 
reflection of what you will pay.

The most critical 
aspect of the pricing 
provided to the 
patient is that it’s 
actionable. 



Somewhere along the way, 
we’ve been led to believe 
that the negotiated rate is 
synonymous with the least 
expensive rate.

RELEARN:
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The benefits of price transparency and lead generation continue! If you’re a doctor 
that offers medically necessary services paid out of pocket before a deductible is 
met or because they’re considered cosmetic, I bet someone has asked you how 
much a procedure costs. And I’ll double my bet if you fit in this category and you 
post photos or memes about your work on social media. As soon as you post your 
before and after results or a video of a procedure, one of your followers asks, “how 
much does this cost?” Does this scenario sound familiar? I know it does.

Sure, you could simply answer the follower’s question and give them a dollar figure. But what 
if the price is more expensive than they were expecting? They’ll just dismiss the idea of coming 
to your facility. And since you don’t have their contact info, you can’t follow up to answer more 
specific concerns about their needs. You certainly can’t have an open conversation on social 
media for obvious reasons. Aside from the HIPAA, you don’t want to start providing consults to 
everyone on your Instagram or Facebook feed.

The right way to answer a consumer’s question about pricing is to get their contact information 
first. Then follow up with them offline (or off social media) for a more personal and patient-
specific conversation. But how do you get their contact info for follow up?
 
Well as you’ll see in the video below, this doctor got it right. Dr. Rich Castellano is a facial plastic 
surgeon in the Tampa Bay Area and he’s known as Dr. Smile or @realsmiledr on Instagram or 
ImageLift on Facebook.
 
In the video, he’s performing filler injections via Facebook Live. And not just once, but three 
times during the injection session, he was asked how much the procedure cost. Again, he 
could’ve just listed the price three times in response to the question. 

5 Social Media & Marketing Your Price Transparency

The right way to answer, “how much a procedure costs”
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Instead, he directed them to the Price Estimator on his website so the follower could check 
for themselves. However, for the follower to see the cost, they have to first enter their contact 
information. Armed with the consumer’s contact info, the office staff can follow up and answer 
their questions and address their concerns. Can’t do that with a vague social media handle!
 
In the same video, you’ll see where a patient asks via Instagram how much a Brazilian Butt Lift 
(BBL) and Breast Augmentation combo procedure costs. If we simply answered her question, 
the most we would have is her Instagram handle. But to go to her Instagram page and 
start asking follow up questions is a bit stalker-ish. She’s probably ok with us answering her 
questions on our page but probably not ok with us pestering her on her Instagram page.
 

Since we recommended she go to the Price 
Estimator on our site, we instead received her 
name, email address and phone number after 
she provided her contact info in exchange 
for real-time pricing information. And since 
she contacted us, provided her contact 
information, opted in to receiving emails from 
us, she’s given us permission to follow up.

The best part about the patient in this 
example? She came in for surgery four months 
later! Since we captured her contact info early 
on, during the research phase, we were able to 
educate her and nurture that relationship from 
the top to the bottom of the sales funnel. Watch VideoWatch Video

Video
How to answer pricing 
questions on social media
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One more small detail to make the consumer’s life easier. Instead of giving them a link to go 
to a Price Estimator and then forcing them to scroll through all of the procedures to find the 
procedure they’re looking for, give them a deep link. A deep link brings them to the specific 
procedure they want to know pricing for, without all of the searching. In this example, the deep 
link takes the patient directly to the BBL/breast aug procedure listing. That’s the secret to the 
internet. Minimize the number of clicks for the consumer to get from “I know what I want” to 
“here’s how I get it.”

THE SECRET TO THE INTERNET: 
Minimize the number of clicks 
for the consumer to get from 
“I know what I want” to “here’s 
how I get it.”
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But it doesn’t end there. Aside from your office 
staff following up with each lead, you can add their 
contact info to your database. Remarketing can take 
many forms. Either through Google Adwords or 
other outreach efforts. For example, monthly email 
newsletters are a very effective type of remarketing.

With each patient submitting wishlists though your 
site to check pricing, this is a great way to passively 
build a database of potential self-pay patients. 
Each month, an email newsletter can address a 
different topic: colon cancer screening, wellness 
visits, immunizations, anterior approach total hip 
replacement, etc. You know this cohort of consumers 
are interested in your services because they’ve 
already visited your site and submitted a wishlist to 
check pricing.

By making them aware of all services you have 
to offer, you potentially remind them (or a family 
member) of something they need or have been 
considering. And if they have a high deductible, you 
will benefit from short term cash flow when they pay 
out of pocket but also potentially long term cash 
flow from insurance reimbursement once they meet 
their deductible.

Email Marketing
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Why do we buy ads on Facebook or Google 
Adwords? We do it to get out in front of their billions 
of users. But not really. When you purchase ads on 
any platform, you’re directing your ads toward a 
particular demographic.

Social Marketing

For example, for my practice in San Francisco, if I were 
to buy Facebook ads (which I don’t), I’d direct the ads 
towards women within certain ZIP codes, a particular 
age demographic and those interested in “health 
and beauty” because that’s the closest Facebook 
approximation to those interested in “cosmetic surgery.” 
Which is pretty inaccurate when you think about 
it. Those two groups don’t necessarily have a lot of 
crossover in a Venn diagram. 

As you can see in the screenshot above, once I’ve curtailed my reach, I’m only advertising 
to an average of 6,000 individuals.
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Well, I’ve got a database of over 7,500 (and growing) consumers that I know are interested in 
my services. And remember, I’m not just relying on finding prospective patients interested in 
“health and beauty.” My leads are interested in cosmetic services because they’re submitting 
wishlists for cosmetic services! This would be the same for any consumer submitting wishlists 
for any healthcare service.

So not only am I selecting for a better, more engaged audience, I have their emails too! Do you 
think Facebook or Google are going to give you the emails of the consumers that click on your 
ads?! That’s a rhetorical question.

In other words, by building a huge database of interested consumers, you can remarket to 
these folks via an email newsletter as often as you want and not have to pay for ads, potentially, 
ever again!

Another way to remarket to these patients who 
submit a wishlist of procedures is to give them 
the opportunity to purchase non-surgical services 
through the price estimator on your website. If you 
consider the situation, it’s not such a huge mental 
leap for a patient who is checking pricing to then be 
able to purchase that particular service online. 

In yet another example of creating a marketing edge 
for your practice - similar to online appointment 
booking - online purchases of non-surgical services 
like labs, MRI’s, X-rays, BOTOX® Cosmetic, fillers, 
post massive weight loss supplements, while not 
traditional, is not so unreasonable.

What’s critical to understand is you want to capture 
the contact information of the visitors to your 
site but you also want to find a way to keep them 
engaged, whether it be through email newsletters or 
opportunities to purchase online.

eCommerce
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6 Employee Benefits & Reviews

Regardless of whether you are a solo practitioner or a larger facility, consumers are 
calling and asking about the costs of your services. In fact, up to 82% of all calls are 
related to cost. And if you have a general website submission form, over 90% of all 
inquiries are about cost. 

82%

90%

of all calls are related 
to cost

of all website 
inquiries are related 
to cost

The problem with your website’s general submission 
form is that all inquiries must be manually answered. 
Similarly, the problem with answering questions over 
the phone related to price is the large amount of time 
required to adequately address the caller’s concerns. 
With an automated way to answer pricing inquiries, 
your front office staff will be free to work on other more 
pressing tasks.

I’m not suggesting that if someone calls the office 
asking about price, you just tell them to go to your 
website to check prices on your Price Estimator. That’s 
not great customer service. Luckily, the BuildMyBod 
Health platform has an accompanying iPhone app that 
allows your front office staff to quickly answer pricing 
inquiries over the phone and capture contact info at 
the same time.

Watch VideoWatch Video
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Additionally, providing price estimates that generate a lead is a form of documentation. So 
rather than run the risk of the front office staff quoting the wrong amount or not including 
all ancillary fees (OR, anesthesia, hardware costs), an instantly generated quote through your 
website or app provides evidence of accurate pricing information and the disclosure that they 
are indeed estimates.

Ultimately, the goal of your practice or facility should be to never provide pricing information 
without capturing contact info in the process.

Online reviews are tricky. They can as easily bolster your online reputation and well as crush it! 
Yelp reviews are particularly powerful, like it or not. While you will never satisfy every patient 
that comes in the door, there’s apparently one big patient satisfier. The Price Estimator from 
BuildMyBod Health.
 
As you can see in the genuine Yelp reviews below, the patient was very happy with her 
experience in general. But in an unsolicited portion of an already unsolicited review, the 
patient explicitly mentions how the Price Estimator on the doctor’s website was the key factor 
in choosing her doctor.

How BuildMyBod can “Yelp” you get better reviews
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Obviously she needed to have a good experience with the doctor during the consult to move 
forward with surgery. But the first step is getting the patient in the door. The ability to check 
the doctor’s pricing through the Price Estimator gave the patient the opportunity to check 
estimated pricing before the consultation. Thus alleviating the risk of sticker shock at the end 
of the consultation when it was time to review the cost of the procedure.

If you think one review that mentions how happy a Price Estimator can make a patient is just a 
“one off,” maybe a second review will convince you!
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As detailed in this peer-reviewed journal article, BuildMyBod Health 
conducted a study in a practice over the course of one year. In that first 
year, without any additional marketing, the doctor (me!) received 412 
wishlists from 208 unique leads. 17.8% of those submitting wishlists 
came in for a consultation and 62% of those consultations resulted in 
booked procedures.

Even though 82.2% of consumers that submitted a wishlist did not 
come in for a consultation, our office still collected their contact 
information and added it to our email database. With 12 additional 
touch points throughout the year via each monthly email newsletter, 
we had an additional 2.8% of those patients come in for a consultation 
in the subsequent year and all of them booked a procedure! Yes, all 
100% of those leads eventually booked a procedure!

The difference between consults with price-aware patients and 
non-price aware patients was significant. We found that price-aware 
patients were 41% more likely to book a procedure after their initial 
consultation because they knew the approximate cost ahead of time 
and were less likely to experience sticker shock.

7 Conclusion:

Statistical analysis

412

17.8%

62%

=

=

Wishlist Submitted

Came In For 
Consultations

Booked Procedures

(from 208 unique leads)

So how well does all this work?

View ArticleView Article
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There is no stronger incentive for a visitor to your website to provide their contact info than the 
promise of pricing information. In fact, there is no other way for someone to determine how 
much you charge for a specific procedure from your facility unless you tell them. Therefore, you 
have something they want and there’s nothing wrong with exchanging your facility pricing for 
their contact information.

Additionally, even if the patient receives treatment from an in or out-of-network facility and 
even if they pay the same or less than a negotiated rate (the out-of-pocket “prompt pay” 
discount is invariably less than the negotiated insurance rate), they can still submit their receipt 
to their insurance company. So it still counts toward their deductible. 

If each out-of-pocket payment is less than the negotiated rate, then it will take longer for the 
patient to meet their deductible (and overall they will be spending less). If it takes longer to 
meet the deductible, then the insurance company is less likely to pay out a benefit.

In other words, if you think and market like a plastic surgeon and combine price transparency 
with lead generation, you win, the patient wins and the insurance company wins. Granted 
the welfare of the insurance company may not be first and foremost in our minds, but a free 
market system will work better if everyone wins.

It’s not too late to think like a plastic surgeon

41%
more likely to book a 
procedure

Price-aware patients

at their initial 
consultation
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Doctors, don’t give the milk away for free. Embrace price 
transparency. But do it in a way that benefits both the patient 
and you by clicking below and requesting a BuildMyBod 
provider
account.

BuildMyBod.com

Provide pricing on your terms 
(with a price estimator), and 
get something in return (a 

lead)!

Sign Up NowSign Up Now


